JUC meeting, 22-5-2014, Arpad's room

present Jonathan, Salvatore, Harro, Des, Guifre, Arpad

Jonathan: problem with validities. Normally 6 values are low, which happens when pre-filter gets filled. Sometimes only 5? Repeatable, should be possible to track down. Every 4 seconds one frame has low values, also not understood yet. The BN problem, variation of weights across band, seems to have been fixed after removing multi-cycle paths. This is a good thing to remove anyway. Have to wait and see. Doing simulation with real data of truncation of pre and post filter levels, see if it will bring down noise. Will have to talk to Sergei at some point.

Guifre: showed comparison of SFXC and UB, data from flexbuff, behaviour of phase quite the same, still some differences but have to do detailed comparison.

Des: mistake in handling of clock, after start (correctly set up) the clock rate is not accumulated every second, so constant part stays the same. There is still a data sender issue, in that a data sender will stop working when it is called to send data without data being available (afai understood) and then never starts up again. Also an issue with slow transfer after corr, Guifre still takes 16 minutes for 2 minutes worth of data, only 3 stations. Harro and Des will investigate. Also a problem with Erlang processes started remotely, when they die they do not take associated processes with them. Also has to be investigated. 

Harro: Sergei came with new smoothing scheme, FFT to time domain, select central lags, FFT again, hey presto. But Aard told that Mark tried this with SFXC, terrible ringing. Now use very crude but sufficient averaging, down from 256 freq points, which seems to be sweet spot for SFXC perfomance. Can do same with UB data. Firmware solution will take months...

after meeting: Harro will do averaging like SFXC, Sergei will talk to Mark, thinks his scheme should be good, Des solves problem with processes that die lonely, thinks Guifre should try to read from Mark5s, he now is reading from disk, probably all files on one disk in flexbuff, very slow, might simply time out. 


